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this story is a must read for all readers and any grade level. parvana is a young girl who is abandoned in a war zone. the bombs start to fall and she is left to find her way on her own. a fellow "strange" child, a boy named mohan, who is also
"masquerading" as a boy, helps her. the journey becomes more and more perilous as the bombs fall, but somehow they survive and they forge a family together. this is a story that needs to be shared, all readers need to read this book! a shining

example of how to handle a sensitive issue with sensitivity and respect. i will be recommending this book to all of my students. this is a story of how love can overcome obstacles, even in a war torn land. parvana was abandoned in afghanistan and
survives the war with mohan. they fall in love but still have to survive until they can find parvana's family. parvana's journey (breadwinner) deborah ellis parvana's journey (breadwinner) deborah ellis a war is raging in afghanistan as a coalition of

western forces tries to oust the taliban by bombing the country. parvana's father has died, and her mother, sister, and brother have gone to a faraway wedding, not knowing what has happened to her father. parvana doesn't know where they are, but
sets out alone to find them masquerading as a boy. her journey only becomes more perilous as the bombs begin to fall. making her way across the desolate afghan countryside, she meets other children who are strays from the war: an infant boy in a

bombed-out village, a nine-year-old girl who believes she has magical powers over land mines, and a boy with one leg. the children travel together because it is easier than being alone. as they forge their own family in the war zone that afghanistan has
become, their resilience, imagination and luck help them to survive. the reissue includes a new cover and map, and an updated author s note and a glossary provide young readers with background and context.
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parvana's journey is about how parvana was trying to survive and how she found a family. parvana's
journey was a really good book because the characters in the story were very good. i really liked

parvana's journey because i thought that parvana was really amazing and strong. parvana's journey
is a very interesting book because it is about parvana and her journey. parvana's journey is very
interesting because the characters are very strong. the book is really good and i recommend it to
everyone. intended for mature middle readers, parvana's journey describes a courageous girl's

efforts, in the face of bombs, land mines, and near starvation, to reunite with her remaining family
members. on her long and frighteningly aimless walk across afghanistan, parvana picks up several

strays--a baby left behind in a village raid, a one-legged boy hiding out in a cave, and leila, the
eccentric nature child whose innocent faith results in the novel's most tragic and disturbing

moments. parvana's evolving love for this substitute family forms the heart of a eloquently written
and poignant tale about the children of war. rich with literary allusions and deft characterization,

parvana's journey is an even more accomplished novel than the breadwinner, combining the
emotional intensity of anne frank's the diary of a young girl with flashes of dark humour worthy of
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